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I. OVERVIEW
We are in the Data Era: almost every conceivable human or otherwise automated activity
generates continuous streams of raw data containing a rich source of hidden, precious information
about the actions or phenomena that generates them. Discovering such underlying information
(clue: Learning) requires suitable algorithms and computation machinery to perform this task
efficiently and automatically (clue: Machine) yielding decision–makers or controllers useful
insights about how to improve, grow or benefit from models built upon their data.
This course will guide graduate students through different machine learning models and tools
focusing on business and industrial applications (clue: Practical); it will provide advice on concepts
and pragmatic skills needed to appropriately apply machine learning on hands-on analytics
projects.
II. WHY THIS COURSE?
Machine learning is a flavor of artificial intelligence enabling computer systems to learn from
examples, data, and experience rather than follow pre-programmed rules. In this way, these
“machines” are able to discover patterns, detect anomalies and adapt models to execute complex
tasks usually associated to human intelligence.
Recent years have seen an increasing usage of machine learning in common day situations, such
as image recognition systems used in medical diagnostics, video analysis systems in self-driving
vehicles, voice recognition systems used by virtual personal assistants, and recommender

systems deployed in online shops. As long as research progresses in this field, machine learning
would become a disruptive technology in many areas of engineering, originanting significant
opportunities for social and economic development.
CONTENIDO SINTÉTICO
UNIT 1 MACHINES THAT LEARN



Machine learning vs Data mining vs Data Science vs Analytics
Tools for ML: programming languages and software suites.

UNIT 2 SUPERVISED LEARNING
 Classification: binary, multi–class.
 Regression & prediction.
 Kernel machines.

UNIT 3 UNSUPERVISED LEARNING




Clustering.
Dimensionality reduction.
Novelty detection.

UNIT 4 MACHINE LEARNING IN PRACTICE






Data & feature preparation.
Model validation.
Generalization vs overfitting.
Prototyping & production.
Ensemble learning.
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